
Lär känna Lia-Sophie
Lia-Sophie är född 2008 och kommer från Tyskland. Hon kommer i augusti
2024 och stannar under ett läsår. Intressen är bl. a basket, musik (spelar saxofon 
i skolorkester), teckna/måla och böcker. Hennes favoritämnen i skolan är kemi, 
engelska, musik och bild. Hon föredrar vegetarisk kost.

Dear future host family,

I would like to shortly intodruce myself to you and also to say thank you that you give me 
the oppertunity to do an exchange year in Sweden and to live with you. My name is Lia 
and I live in Germany with my parents, my sister and my two guinea pigs, called Coco and 
Peanut. In my free time I spend a lot of time with my family. But I also have some hobbies 
like playing Basketball in a club or playing Saxophone in my school band. Besides that I 
like to draw, read, listen to music, at the moment espacially from english musicians or to 
bake. When I’m not doing any of my hobies, I often meet my friends and we do funny 
things together like cooking, eat ice cream, go to the cinema or we just chill out a bit. I 
decided to do an exchange year because of an information evening in my school in 9 
grade, where some students spoke about their exchange years and how it was. Since then 
I thought about also doing it. I want to go to Sweden because my family and I went there 
sometimes in holidays and I always liked it. I’m really excited about it all ready because 
I’d like to get to know the swedish culture and how you celebrate some solids like Santa 
Lucia or what food is populare and how you bake the perfect cinnamone rolls. If you like I 
also could show you some food, we eat in Germany. Of course I am also looking forward 
to find out what else you do in Sweden like which sports are populare or the music you’re 
listening to and maybe to find new hobbies. I also would like to make new friends and 
collcet beautiful moments with them. 

I’m really excited and thankful to spend my exchange year with you and collect a lot of 
new experiences together.

Yours,

Lia

"The last year Lia was 
the class representative 

of her class and was very 
active in the student 

representation and in 
organizing class events."
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